Hope you enjoy this list of copy & paste eBay feedbacks as much as I did creating them. Have fun!

FOR SELLERS TO LEAVE FOR BUYERS:

1. »-(¯`v´¯)-»AWESOME eBayer»-(¯`v´¯)-»COME BACK ANYTIME»-(¯`v´¯)-»
2. *¨¨*:·.FIVE·:*¨¨*:·.STAR·:*¨¨*:·.EBAYER·:*¨¨*:·.
3. •:*¨¨*:•.WONDERFUL*¨¨*RECOMMEND*¨¨*BUYER .•:*¨¨*:•.
4. ,¸¸,ø¤ºGREATº¤ø,¸*¸,ø¤ºBUYERº¤ø,¸*¸,ø¤ºTHANXº¤ø,¸¸,**
5. (¯`'·.¸GREAT EBAYER ¸.·'´¯) (¯`'·.¸COME BACK REAL SOON¸.·'´¯)
6. ø¤ºTOPº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºEBAYERº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºTHANKSº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºAº¤ø,¸¸,ø¤ºAº¤ø,¸¸
7. (¯`'·.¸GREAT EBAYER ¸.·'´¯) (¯`'·.¸COME BACK REAL SOON¸.·'´¯)
8. I»-(¯`v´¯)-»THIS BUYER!FAST PAY!SUPER SWEET!»-(¯`v´¯)-»
9. •:*¨¨*:•:*.* ABSOLUTELY STELLAR EBAYER*:*:*:*:*:*:*:*:
10. «(•¿•)›SEE FOR YOURSELF THIS SUPER BUYER‹(•¿•)›
THANK YOU! FAST PAY! SUPER BUYER!

HAVING THIS BUYER AS YOUR OWN IS A BLESSING...

PERFECT, EBAYER, HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

EXCELLENT EBAYER

FABULOUS HIGHLY RECOMMEND

Unbelievable Buyer...WOW!!!

YOU ARE A SUPER STAR

AWESOME eBayer! Thank You

TRUELY AN ASSET TO EBAY

Thank you

THIS EBAYER IS ROCKIN'

THANK YOU GREAT eBayer

One of the Best Buyers EVER!!!
FOR BUYERS TO LEAVE FOR SELLERS:

51. -:¦:-P-:¦:-E-:¦:-R-:¦:-F-:¦:-E-:¦:-C-:¦:-T-:¦:-
52. -:¦:-A-:¦:-W-:¦:-E-:¦:-S-:¦:-O-:¦:-M-:¦:-E-:¦:-
53. -:¦:-SUPER-:¦:-STAR-:¦:-SELLER-:¦:-THANX-:¦:-
54. *:::*FIVE:::*STAR:::*SELLER:::*STEAM:::
55. ::*WONDERFUL*: *RECOMMEND*::*SELLER:::*STEAM:::
56. (¯`'•.¸(¯`'•SUPER STAR eBay SELLER•'´¯)¸.•'´¯)
57. I»(¯`v´¯)-»THIS SELLER! GR8 DEAL! THANX!»(¯`v´¯)-»
58. ::ABSOLUTELY STELLAR SELLER:::*STEAM:::
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SEE FOR YOURSELF

THANK YOU! GREAT DEAL! SUPER SELLER!

BUT FROM THIS SELLER. THEY ARE A BLESSING...

EXCELLENT SELLER

FABULOUS SELLER

Unbelievable Seller...WOW!!!

YOU ARE A STAR SELLER!

THANX

WONDERFUL SELLER

YOU MAKE SELLERS LOOK GOOD

THIS SELLER ROCKS!

BLESSINGS...

SEE WHAT AN AWESOME SELLER THIS IS

One of the Best Sellers EVER!!!

LOVE

TERIFFIC THANK YOU SELLER

EXCELLENT SELLER

THANX

Super eBay Seller. Thank You

This seller is what eBay is all about

AwEsOmE SuPeR TeRiFFiC SeLLeR
GR8 SELLER

THANK YOU

TERIFFIC SELLER

PERFECT TRANSACTION

FIRST CLASS SELLER

MY FAVORITE SELLER

MY FAVORITE SELLER

MY SWEET SELLER

WORLDS BEST SELLER

TOP THANK YOU SELLER

GREAT DEAL

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR THE DEAL

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE OFTEN FOR NEW & EXCITING FREE EBOOKS
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